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Introduction
We work in the universal class of all associative rings. A radical is called matricextensible if for all natural numbers and all rings , we have ∈ if and only if ( ) ∈ , where ( ) denotes the × matrix ring with entries from . Many of the most important radicals such as, the prime radical , Levitzki, Jacobson and Brown-McCoy radicals are well known to be matric-extensible and one of the hardest and still open problems in ring theory raised by Koethe in 1930 is equivalent to the matric-extensibility of the nil radical. Thus there is a motivation for studying matricextensible radicals. Snider [7] shown that the class of all matric-extensible radicals has a complete lattice structure with respect to inclusion. If { , ∈ } is a class of matricextensible radicals, then the meet and join are given by ⋀ that is, minimal elements of the sublattice of consisting of all hereditary matricextensible radicals were described and it was shown that this sublattice is atomic. In this paper we shall show that does not contain coatoms, that is, maximal elements. In what follows the notation ⊳ means that is an ideal of , ⊳ means that is a left ideal of and ⊳ ′ means that the factor ring / is a prime ring. As usual, the cardinality of a set will be denoted by | |, ⊆ means that is contained in and ⊂ means that is strictly contained in . A class is called hereditary if ⊳ ∈ implies ∈ , left hereditary if ⊳ ∈ implies ∈ , and homomorphically closed if ⊳ ∈ implies / ∈ . For a radical and a ring , ( ) denotes the -radical of and ( ) = { : ( ) = 0 } . A ring is called -semisimple [2] if ( ) = 0. A radical is left strong if for any ring we have ⊳ and ∈ imply ⊆ ( ). For a class of rings, ( ) denotes the smallest radical containing and ( ) denotes the smallest left strong radical containing . All undefined terms and used facts on radicals can be found in [1] and [4] .
Main Results
We require the following.
Construction.
[3] For any cardinal > 1, let = ( ) be the set of all finite words made from a (well-ordered) alphabet of cardinality , lexicographically ordered. Then is a linearly ordered set with no greatest element, with least element and such that every interval [ , ], < , has cardinality . Moreover, is a semigroup with multiplication defined by = max{ , }. For any nonzero semiprime ring let ( ) denote the semigroup ring of over .
Lemma 1. The semigroup ring ( ) enjoys the following properties:
(a) ( ) is a subdirect sum of copies of . 
Matric-extensible radicals 405 a contradiction. Let ∈ be such that ̸ = 0. Then for every ∈ such that −1 < < we have 0 ̸ = + = ( −1 + ) ∈ ∖ ( ) since otherwise we would have
a contradiction. In any case there are , ∈ , < and nonzero , ∈ such that + ∈ ∖ ( ) and such that for every in the interval [ , ] and some ∈ such that ( ) ̸ = 0, ( ) + = ( )( + ) ∈ ∖ ( ).
Let 1 and 2 be in the interval [ , ] and suppose
Thus ( 
Proof:
We shall use similar arguments to those of ( [1] , proof of Theorem 5, pp. 252-253). Let be a radical such that ̸ = . Let be a nonzero semiprime andsemisimple ring. The existence of such a ring was shown in [3] . Let be the class of all rings isomorphic to the homomorphic images of the left accessible subrings of . Let = ∪ and let ′ = ( ). We shall show that ′ is the required matric-extensible radical. Clearly, is a homomorphically closed and left hereditary class of rings and so is . Thus is a homomorphically closed and left hereditary class of rings. Moreover, ⊆ { : ∘ ∈ }, where ∘ denotes the ring with zero multiplication on the additive group of . Therefore, it follows from ([5, Corollary 3]) that ′ is left hereditary. Since
